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This experiential and experimental exercise will invite participants of the “Trans-Generation” event for an uplifting, deep time-walk. Such time walk is a kind of transformative journey through the temporal horizon (4.6bn years) of Earth history via an actual, interactive narrated ‘promenade’.

In mindful, slow moves, small groups of participants are guided to walk and pause for sensing and learning about key events from Earth’s evolution along a chosen pathway in Nancy (close to the conference venue).

Accordingly the walk puts into spatio-temporal context the human and “more-than-human” rich ancestral heritage and gives an insight into the inter-connectedness of life, while also addressing the destructive impact and responsibilities of the human species is having in relation to an integral functioning of our living (planetary) world.

Before outlining more about further reasons for such embodied way of sensing, knowing and learning about planetary relationship (below), here a first draft of the design and pathway.